# Uniform Price List

**Girls Summer Uniform**
- **DRESS:** BLUE RED & WHITE CHECK $51.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY WITH PIPING/CREST $63.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY FLEECE WITH PIPING/CREST From $44.99
- **SOCKS:** WHITE ANKLE STYLE $4.99
- **SHOES:** BLACK
- **HAT:** AVAILABLE AT SCHOOL

**Girls Winter Uniform**
- **TUNIC:** NAVY, RED, WHITE TARTAN $55.99
- **BLOUSE:** WHITE L/S PIPED BLOUSE From $33.99
- **TIE:** TARTAN TAB (COMPELLSORY) $9.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY WITH PIPING/CREST $63.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY FLEECE WITH PIPING/CREST From $44.99
- **SLOPPY JOE:** NAVY V NECK (OPTIONAL EXTRA) From $26.99
- **SLACKS:** NAVY 1/2 ELASTIC BACK CLASSICS $38.99
- **TIGHT:** NAVY 'BECKY' STYLE $13.99
- **SHOES:** BLACK

**Girls Sports Uniform**
- **POLO:** NAVY/RED PANELS-PIPING EMB CREST From $33.99
- **SHORTS:** OXFORD NAVY MICRO SHORTS ZIP POCKET $35.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY WITH PIPING/CREST $63.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY FLEECE WITH PIPING/CREST From $44.99
- **TRACKPANTS:** OXFORD NAVY MICRO WITH PIPING $41.99
- **SOCKS:** WHITE ANKLE STYLE $4.99

**Boys Summer Uniform**
- **SHIRT:** WHITE WITH SCHOOL CREST From $27.99
- **SHORTS:** NAVY 'BLOCKERS' From $19.99
- **SOCKS:** NAVY ANKLE STYLE $4.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY WITH PIPING/CREST $63.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY FLEECE WITH PIPING/CREST From $44.99
- **SHOES:** BLACK
- **HAT:** AVAILABLE AT SCHOOL

**Boys Winter Uniform**
- **SHIRT:** WHITE DELUXE LONG SLEEVE From $30.99
- **TROUSERS:** NAVY 'BLOCKERS' From $28.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY WITH PIPING/CREST $63.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY FLEECE WITH PIPING/CREST From $44.99
- **SLOPPY JOE:** NAVY V NECK (OPTIONAL EXTRA) From $28.99
- **SOCKS:** NAVY ANKLE STYLE $4.99
- **SHOES:** BLACK

**Boys Sports Uniform**
- **POLO:** NAVY/RED PANELS-PIPING EMB CREST From $33.99
- **SHORTS:** OXFORD NAVY MICRO SHORTS ZIP POCKET $35.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY WITH PIPING/CREST $63.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY FLEECE WITH PIPING/CREST From $44.99
- **TRACKPANTS:** OXFORD NAVY MICRO WITH PIPING $41.99
- **SOCKS:** WHITE SPORTS STYLE $4.99

---

**Westfield Penrith**
Shop 105, 585 High Street, MSW 2750
(02) 47214340

**Please shop instore at LOWES**
LOWES will pay a commission to the school on every item of school uniform sold in our local store.

**or online at www.lowesschoolwear.com.au**

**EXTRA 5% DISCOUNT OFF EVERYTHING YOU PURCHASE WITH YOUR EZYWAY CREDIT CARD, OR AN EXTRA 5% REWARD VOUCHER ON ALL YOUR PURCHASES THAT IS SENT TO YOU TWICE A YEAR.**
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